CAPABILITIES - SEAFOOD BOXES

LEAKPROOF DESIGN
CoolSeal offers leakproof designs in a variety of sizes to meet your needs. The versatility of our leakproof designs allows our boxes to be used globally for air freight as well as locally for distribution. Clean, Durable, Strong and Lightweight, our leakproof boxes ship flat to your facility and can save up to 90% storage space in your facility.

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
Our industry leading polypropylene corrugated boxes were designed over 20 years ago by our European partner specifically for the Seafood Industry. Unlike the EPS foam and waxed corrugated packaging it was designed to replace, our boxes are 100% sustainable and readably recyclable.

WHAT MAKES OUR BOXES DIFFERENT
Utilizing proprietary technology, we seal the edges of our corrugated boxes. Why is that important?

- Increased strength
- Increased thermal capabilities
- Increased hygienic properties

CoolSeal boxes are also lightweight, durable and engineered to be quickly erected by hand or machine. Certified for direct food contact, our boxes will not break down or fragment during use - eliminating bead contamination. Our boxes allow your seafood to reach desired temperatures more quickly whether using wet ice or gel packs and maintain that consistent temperature within the cold chain.

MORE PRODUCT = MORE PROFIT
Using a CoolSeal leakproof box will allow you to realize more profit per pallet than traditional industry alternatives. With internal dimensions being equal, our smaller external dimensions allow for up to 30% more product to be placed on the a pallet.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT US AT

COOLSEAL USA
232 J STREET
AMPOINTE INDUSTRIAL PARK
PERRYSBURG, OH 43551
(419) 666-1111
WWW.COOLSEALUSA.COM

“Where fish is distributed in a controlled distribution chain, it would be beneficial to use boxes with less insulation, to allow chill temperatures to influence product temperatures.”

The Sea Fish Industry Authority